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Abstract-A Bayesian-based probabilistic model is presented 
for unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese text line 
recognition. After pre-segmentation of a text line, plenty of 

invalid characters are produced which heavily interfere in the 
process of text line recognition. The proposed probabilistic model 
can incorporate isolated character recognition, character sample 
verification, and n-gram language model in a simple way, leading 

to more reliable recognition of a text line. When testing on HIT
MW database, experiments show that the proposed method can 
achieve character-level recognition accuracies of 63.19% without 
language model and 73.97% with bi-gram language model, 

respectively, outperforming the most recent results testing on the 
same dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese text line 
recognition is one of the most challenging problems in current 
Chinese character recognition domain. Since in unconstrained 
handwriting, the shape variances of an isolated character are 
innumerable and the spatial relationships between neighboring 
characters are complex, the automatic recognition of the text 
line is rather difficult. So far, the accuracy of computer 
recognition is not comparable with that of human reading [1-4]. 

The methods of unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese 
text line recognition fall into two categories: segmentation
based recognition [1-2], and segmentation-free recognition [3]. 
Although in unconstrained handwritten English text line 
recognition, segmentation-free recognition methods usually 
perform better than segmentation-based ones, they are quite 
less used in unconstrained handwritten Chinese text line 
recognition. This is because the currently available 
unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese text databases are 
rather few, which cannot guarantee sufficient Chinese character 
training samples for segmentation-free recognition methods [3]. 

On the other hand, in segmentation-based recognition 
methods, the interference from invalid characters is not trivial. 
An invalid character is usually assigned a valid class label with 
high confidence by isolated character recognition, leading to 
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incorrect recognition of a text line. Geometrical information of 
a text line is usually adopted to help evaluate the validity of a 
character sample, and it often appears in the following two 
forms: segmentation score estimation [4-5], and character 
verification [6-7]. In segmentation score estimation, the 
measurement of the degree to which a character sample fits the 
geometrical features of a text line is empirically assumed. 
Although simple in computation, the empirical assumption is 
not enough to describe unconstrained handwritten text lines. A 
more reliable method is character verification, which utilizes a 
verifier for each character class and even for each pair of 
character classes to estimate the fitness of a character sample to 
a valid class. In this way, however, thousands of verifiers are 
needed in unconstrained handwritten Chinese text line 
recognition, which is computationally prohibitive. 

In this paper, we present a Bayesian-based probabilistic 
model for unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese text line 
recognition. In a simple and reliable way, the proposed method 
incorporates geometrical features of a text line with isolated 
character recognition, linguistic information, and so on to 
evaluate possible segmentation hypotheses of a text line. 
Experiments show that when testing on HIT -MW database [8], 
character-level recognition accuracies can reach 63.19% 
without language model and 73.97% with bi-gram language 
model, respectively, better than the most recent results. 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF SEGMENTATION-BASED 

RECOGNITION METHODS 

The block diagram of segmentation-based recognition 
methods is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Text 
line 

I Text line 
., Optllnai segmentatIOn internret�on 

hypotheSIS search1l1g 

Figure I. Block diagram of segmentation-based recognition methods. 

After pre-segmentation of a text line, a segmentation 
candidate lattice can be constructed, as is shown in Fig. 2. Each 
node in the lattice corresponds to a segmentation path between 
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neighboring segments in the pre-segmentation result, and an 
edge liking two nodes in the lattice represents a character 
sample. Clearly, plenty of invalid characters are contained in 
the segmentation candidate lattice, which are assigned valid 
class labels by isolated character recognition. 

� 1t.lJ t:�:r Al:ff§.�� If,l�t , �f �ltl"JI'f�f;l. � 1\1tfo . 
(a) 

�1�"lo/tl:rI;?��I'I��I , I �I��tl��:�f l�f$ltl �I· 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. (a) An input text line, (b) pre-segmentation result of the text line, 
and (c) a segmentation candidate lattice constructed from the pre

segmentation result, where each edge shows a character sample and its top 3 
recognition candidates in isolated character recognition. 

A segmentation hypothesis is a path in a segmentation 
candidate lattice which starts from node SN and terminates at 
node EN (see Fig. 2(c)). Here the nodes SN and EN represent 
the beginning and the end of a text line, respectively. Then text 
line recognition becomes the problem of searching for the 
optimal segmentation hypothesis in the segmentation candidate 
lattice, which can be formulated as follows: 

C· = argmax{logP(C I E)}, 
c 

(1) 

where C = {c1, C2 , ... , C K } is the character label sequence in a 

possible segmentation hypothesis, E = {el, e2 , ... , eM } is the 

segment sequence produced by text line pre-segmentation, and 
10gP( C I E) is the log-likelihood of interpreting the text line 

as C givenE. 

III. EVALUATION OF SEGMENTATION HYPOTHESES 

For the character image sequence 1= {ii' i2 , ... , i K} in a 

possible segmentation hypothesis, assume that it is recognized 

as the character label sequence C = {CI ,C2 , ... , C K } , and that a 

validity sequence V = {vI' v2 , ... , V K} exists to describe the 

validity of I, where vk E {O,I}(k = 0,1, ... , K) , Vk = 1 denotes 

that i k is a valid character sample and v k = ° means that i k is 

an invalid one. Then the log-likelihood 10gP(C I E) in (1) can 

be rewritten as 

10gP(CI E)=logLLP(c,l,v'I E)-:dogP(C,!,Vo I E) 
I' v' 

(2) 

where Vo = {Vk = l,k = 1,2, ... , K} is the sequence denoting 

that each images ik (k = 1,2 , ... , K) is a valid character sample, 

so that the joint probability P( C , I, Vo I E) is dominant over 

any other probability P( c,l , V' I E) (i '# I, or V' '# Vo) . 

Suppose that the probability p(i I E) is under uniform 

distribution given E, by omitting the constant term, we have 

10gP(C,!,vo I E) 

= 10gP(C I I, Vo,E)+ 10gP{Vo II,E) 
K 

= L 10gP(ck I cI'"'' Ck_l,il,i2, .. ·, iK,I,I, ... , l,el,e2,· .. , eM) 
k=1 
K 

+ L logP(Vk =llvI =1, ... , Vk_1 =1,il,i2, ... ,iK,el,e2, ... ,eM) 
k=1 

(3) 

where C, I ,  Vo and E are the same as in (2). 

In segmentation-based recognItion methods, the 

assignment of character label C k (k = 1,2 , ... , K) relies only on 

its previous character labels {ci , ... , Ck_l} and the character 

image i k which is presumed to be a valid character sample. 

Commonly, {ci , ... , ck-d and ik are conditionally independent 

for recognizing C k • Meanwhile, we assume that the character 

image validity v k largely depends on the image i k and its two 

nearest neighbors ik_1 and ik+1 . Then by combining (2) and 

(3), the log-likelihood 10gP(C I E) in (1) becomes 

10gP(C I E) 
K K 

:::::: L logP(ck ICI,,,,,Ck_l)+ L logP(ck lik,Vk =1) (4) 
k=1 k=1 
K K 

-L logP(ck)+ L logP(vk =llik_l,ik,ik+l) 
k=1 k=1 

where the probabilities P(Ck I ci , ... , Ck_l) and P(cd relate 

to n-gram language model, the probability P(Ck I ik, vk = 1) is 

the posterior probability of isolated character recognition, and 

the probability P(vk = 11 ik_l, ik, ik+l) describes the degree to 

which the character image i k is a valid character sample. 

In the following, we'll introduce the calculation of two 

probabilities: P(Ck I ik, Vk = 1) and P(vk = 11 ik_l, ik, ik+I). 
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A. Posterior Probability of Isolated Character Recognition 

MQDF classifier [9] has shown good performance in 
isolated Chinese character recognition. Assume that the class 

conditional probability PO k' V k = 11 c k) is under Gaussian 

distribution for each character class c k and for each valid 

character image i k in class c k , and that the probability 

P(Ck) is the prior probability of class Ck. Then the posterior 

probability P( c k I i k' V k = 1) can be calculated as 

(5) 

where the conditional probability P(i k, v k = 11 c k) is negative 

exponential to the output of an MQDF classifier. 

B. Probability of Character Image Validity 

Assume that a character image i k belongs to one and only 

one of the following classes in Chinese text line recognition: 

tVo :Chinese character 
tVI :digit 
tV2 : punctuatim 
tV3 :over- segmented character 
tV4 : under- segmented character 

(6) 

Then the probability P(Vk =1 I ik_l,ik,ik+l) can be rewritten 

as 

P(Vk =1 I ik-l,ik,ik+l) 
4 

= LP(Vk =I,ik etV/lik_l,ik,ik+l) 
1=0 

= P(vk = 1, tVik I ik-l, ik, ik+l) 

=
{P(tVik lik-l,ik,ik+l)' if tVik e{tVo,tV1,tV2} 

0 , if tVik e {tV3,tv4} 

where tVi is the class in (6) that ik should belong to. k 

(7) 

According to (7), the problem of calculating the probability 

that i k is a valid character sample turns into that of assigning 

one of the classes in (6) to ik • Suppose that the following 

features of {ik_l,ik,ik+tl are useful for deciding tVik : the 

geometrical information including the original width w and 

height h of i k , the horizontal center distance d I between two 

neighbors i k-l and i k, and the horizontal center distance d 2 

between two neighbors i k and ik +l ; the recognition 

information d r and p r which stand for the recognition 

distance and the posterior probability of isolated character 

recognition of i k • Then (7) becomes 

P(Vk =1 I ik-l,ik,ik+l) 

=
{P(tVik I fv), iftVik e{tVo,tV1,tV2}, 

o , if tVik e {tV3,tv4} 
(8) 

where fv = [w, h, mir( dl,d2),max(dl,d2), dnPr] . Given 

Gaussian distribution of the class conditional probability 

P(fv I tvik) , the uniform distribution of the prior 

probability P(tVl )(/ = 0, ... ,4) , the posterior probability 

P( tVi I Iv) can be calculated in a similar way to (5) using k 
another MQDF classifier. 

C. Collection of Training Samples 

The character samples for training the second MQDF 

classifier associated with probability P(Vk = 11 ik-l, ik, ik+l) 
can be collected as follows: 

(1) Firstly, pre-segment an input text line and construct a 
segmentation candidate lattice. Check at the position of 
each ground truth segmentation path in the text line 
(manually labeled, see Fig. 3(a)) whether there is a 
corresponding node in the segmentation candidate 
lattice. Mark a correct sign if the node exists and a 
missing sign otherwise. 

(2) Secondly, for each edge in the segmentation candidate 
lattice, if the two nodes it links are both marked with a 
correct sign, and any other node marked with correct 
sign or missing sign is absent from the edge, then it is 
regarded as a positive sample. Otherwise, it is regarded 
as a negative sample. 

(3) L astly, the class label tVl (/ = 0, ... ,4) of a positive 

sample is assigned according to the ground truth 
content of the text line (known beforehand), whereas 
for a negative sample it is assigned according to 
whether the edge contains any node marked with a 
correct or missing sign. 

The above process is illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, the 

character sample between node nl4 and node nl5 is assigned a 

class label tv3, because according to the ground truth content 

of the text line, this sample corresponds to an erasure. 

D. Description of the Evaluation Procedure 

The block diagram of evaluating a possible segmentation 
hypothesis is shown in Fig. 4 according to the evaluation 

criterion given in (4). The probabilities P(Ck I ik, Vk = 1) and 

P(vk =Ilik-l,ik,ik+l) are calculated in (5) and (8), 

respectively, and the probabilities P(Ck I CI , ... , Ck-l) and 

P(Ck) are given by n-gram language model. 

Beam search algorithm [10] is one of the most frequently 
used algorithms for solving the optimization problem in (1) 
given the evaluation criterion for 10gP(C I E). However, 

since the search results tend to prefer short character label 
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(a) 

SN 

(b) 

Figure 3. (a) The position of the ground truth segmentation paths in a text 
line, (b) the segmentation candidate lattice for the text line and the collected 

training samples. 

Figure 4. Block diagram of evaluating a segmentation hypothesis. 

sequences [7, 10], in order to reduce this kind of recognition 
error, normalization of 10gP(C I E) with respect to the 

number of characters in C is usually adopted. In this paper, we 
use beam search algorithm to fmd 10 best segmentation 
hypotheses of a text line according to the evaluation criterion in 
(4), and then select among them the one with the largest 
normalized value 10gP(CI E)/ N, where N is the number of 

characters in C. In this way of searching, examples of the best 
segmentation hypotheses of a text line with and without 
languge model respectively are shown in Fig. 5. 

� rtJ.l,lrJt:r�'$1ad''''�I· �f�It1�J.�I-f�it,.l� �rl· 
1 1 .llil · 1 1 1111 n U ll lili I" II U NlIUDI/B II r �n 
� � t H 7 f i� ���*f .ij� ! ffl f&f � HIt li�. 

(a) 

� 1f,.1J ��:r �'�1ad ''''+-71. �r �ltl�J."-f ��.l � �� . 
1 1 J/il ' l 11111 UIJIlBII I" IIUNlIUUl/li II �H 

(b) 

Figure 5. Examples of the best segmentation hypotheses of a text line (a) 
without language model, and (b) with bi-gram language model, respectively. 

The final segmentation paths are drawn in blue lines, and the correctly 
recognized characters are underlined. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

We test 383 text lines in the test set of HIT-MW database 
[8], which is a realistic handwritten offline Chinese text 
database written by multiple people. In this database, the 
average length of a text line is 21.51 characters. All the 
experiments are run on a PC with Dual-Core I.6GHZ CPU and 
IG memory. 

For the fIrst MQDF classifIer in isolated character 
recognition, 160 sets of 3755 Chinese characters, 50 sets of 10 
digits and 50 sets of 10 frequently used punctuations from our 
lab compose the training sample. The test samples come from 
the characters in the test set of HIT -MW database, and the 
recognition accuracy of 71.30% (one best recognition candidate) 
is achieved. 

For the second MQDF classifIer in character image 
verifIcation, 100 text lines in the train set of HIT -MW database 
generate the training samples. And the text lines in the test set 
of HIT -MW database produce testing samples, whose correct 
classifIcation rate reach 79.00%. 

We use the same bi-gram language model as in [2] in our 
experiments, but preserve only 10 character recognition 
candidates in isolated character recognition. Since 10 character 
candidates may not enough for using bi-gram language model, 
we employ a two-stage searching scheme: in the fIrst stage, 
without language model, 10 best segmentation hypotheses of a 
text line are found using beam search algorithm given the 
evaluation criterion in (4); then in the second stage, by Viterbi 
algorithm [11], bi-gram language model is used to assist the 
recognition and verifIcation of the character images in each 
segmentation hypothesis found in the fIrst stage. 

The following two terms are used to evaluate the results of 
text line recognition: character-level correct recognition rate 
CR, and the F measure describing the segmentation accuracy of 
text lines, which are defmed as 

CR=NCc I NTc 
F = 2/(R-1 + p-I) 
R=NCs I NTs 
P=NCs I NAs 

(9) 

where NC c is the number of correctly recognized characters, 

and NTc is the number of total characters in text lines, NC s is 

the number of correctly detected segmentation positions, NTs 
is the number of ground truth segmentation positions in text 

lines, NA s is the number of all detected segmentation positions. 

The results of text line recognition using the evaluation 
criterion in (4) are listed in Table I. The fIrst row lists the 
results when considering only isolated character recognition 
(Condition 1). The second row lists the results when 
considering both isolated character recognition and character 
image verifIcation (Condition 2). The third and the fourth rows 
list the results when using isolated character recognition, 
character image verifIcation and bi-gram language model, 
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together in beam search algorithm (Condition 3) and separated 
in a two-stage searching scheme (Condition 4), respectively. 

From Table I, we can see that the verification of character 
images using (8) largely reduces the wrong recognition of 
invalid character images, the recognition and segmentation 
accuracies are increased by 25.47% and 20.37%, respectively. 
In addition, the two-stage searching scheme is helpful to 
improve the recognition and segmentation accuracies given the 
limited number of character candidates when using bi-gram 
language model. 

TABLE !. RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 

CR(Oft.) F(%) R (Ofo) P (Ofo) Time 
(sIIine) 

Condition I 37.72 70.03 62.44 79.73 74.23 

Condition 2 63.19 90.40 88.62 92.26 78.37 

Condition 3 71.41 90.09 85.65 95.02 80.57 

Condition 4 73.97 91.55 89.28 93.94 81.73 

The comparison of the recognition accuracy CR between 
the proposed method and other methods is listed in Table II. 
All the methods are tested on the same data, and using the same 
bi-gram language model. The method in [4] uses empirical 
evaluation of segmentation scores for character image 
verification. Specifically, we perform this method using the 
same MQDF classifier as ours for isolated character 
recognition, and preserve the same number of segmentation 
hypotheses as ours in beam search algorithm. The method in [2] 
uses a more powerful MQDF classifier than ours for isolated 
character recognition, but just adopts basic measurements for 
character image verification. The method in [3] is a HMM
based recognition method that suffers from insufficient Chinese 
character training samples. 

TABLE I!. COMPARION OF CR (%) AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS 

The proposed Method in Method in Method in 
method (4) (3) (2) 

Without n- 63.19 41.55 44.22 57.60 
gram 

Bi-gram 73.97 50.81 - 77.18 

Table II shows that without using n-gram language model, 
the proposed method achieves the best recognition accuracy, 
which is increased by 21.64%, 18.97%, and 5.59% in 
comparison with [4], [3], and [2], respectively. On the other 
hand, when using the same bi-gram language model, the 
recognition accuracy of the proposed method is higher than that 
of [4] by 23.16%, but lower than that of [2] by 3.21%. This is 
because in our method, the number of character classes and the 
number of character candidates in isolated character 
recognition are much less than those in [2], which is 
disadvantageous for using bi-gram language model. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we present a Bayesian-based probabilistic 
model for unconstrained handwritten offline Chinese text line 
recognition. In the probabilistic model, the recognition and 
verification of character sample images are incorporated with 
n-gram language model to give reliable evaluation of a 
segmentation hypothesis. Instead of complex computation, the 
verification of a character sample image is performed in a 
simple way. When testing on HIT-MW database, the proposed 
method shows effectiveness in text line recognition, 
outperforming the most recent results testing on the same data. 
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